Merge NCIP Patron Utility

List of fields cleared from your patron records before the utility is run:

- STATS_CAT_PAT
- BRANCH
- PRIME_ADDRESS1
- PRIME_ADDRESS2
- PRIME_CITY
- PRIME_PROV_STATE
- PRIME_COUNTRY
- PRIME_POST_ZIPCODE
- CONTACT_PHONE
- CONTACT_PHONE2
- INTER_PATNO
- BILL_ADDRESS1
- BILL_ADDRESS2
- BILL_CITY
- BILL_PROV_STATE
- BILL_COUNTRY
- BILL_POST_ZIPCODE
- BILL_CONTACT
- BILL_PHONE
- BILL_FAX
- PATRON_ACCOUNT
- CURRENCY_CODE
- CREDIT_CARD
- CREDIT_CARD_NAME
- CREDIT_CARD_NUM
- CREDIT_CARD_EXP
- CREDIT_CARD_CODE
- USER_LOGIN
- USER_PASSWORD
- MAX_COST
- MAX_DAYS
- DELIV_FAX
- DELIV_EMAIL
- MSG_FAX
- MSG_EMAIL
- DELIVERY_SERVICE
- INTERNET_ARIEL
- ODYSSEY_ADDRESS
- DOCVIEW_ADDRESS
- QUOTA_TOTAL
- QUOTAFilled
- QUOTA_RESET_DATE
- ILS_PATRON_ID